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The atomic structure of the fivefold symmetric quasicrystal surface of icosahedral AlPdMn has been investigated by means of a dynamical low-energy-electron diffraction (LEED) analysis. Approximations were developed to make the structure of an aperiodic, quasicrystalline surface region accessible to LEED theory. A mix of several closely similar, relaxed, bulklike lattice terminations is favored, all of which have a dense Al-rich layer on top followed by a layer with a composition of about 50% Al and 50% Pd. The interlayer spacing between these two topmost layers is contracted from the bulk value by 0.1 Å, to a final value of 0.38 Å, and the lateral density of the two topmost layers taken together is similar to that of an Al(111) surface. The LEED structural result is qualitatively consistent with data from ion scattering spectroscopy, which supports an Al-rich termination. [S0163-1829(98)03713-8]

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past few years, a great deal of attention has been focused on the properties of quasicrystalline surfaces. This is partly due to the relatively recent availability of single grains of sufficient size for surface studies. Much of the heightened interest, however, is due to reports of unusual surface properties such as oxidation resistance, low surface friction, and other tribological characteristics. Because of these properties, quasicrystalline alloys may find important technological applications, including surface coatings for wear resistance in corrosive environments.

It is not yet entirely clear whether the aperiodic ordering of quasicrystalline alloys is responsible, in whole or in part, for the surface properties mentioned above. Nevertheless, the quasicrystals present us with a new opportunity to study the surface structure, topology, and chemistry of fundamentally incommensurate solids in comparison with their periodic cousins. Already, some investigations have shed light on fundamental aspects of quasicrystal surfaces as well as introduced new puzzles.

While LEED is a well-established method to determine the surface geometry, it is known that LEED data are not very sensitive to moderate changes in metal alloy composition. Therefore, we complemented our structure investigation with a technique uniquely sensitive to the chemical composition of the topmost layer, namely, low-energy ion scattering (LEIS).

This paper is organized as follows: First, experimental details are presented in Sec. II. In Sec. III, the approximations used for the calculation of the LEED IV curves of a quasicrystal are derived and discussed, and in Sec. IV, we...
present the results of a LEED structural analysis of a specific quasicrystal surface, namely, the fivefold symmetric surface of the icosahedral AlPdMn phase. In Sec. V, relevant results on surface composition from ion scattering spectroscopy are given, followed by a discussion of all the results in Sec. VI.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

LEED experiments were performed in an ultrahigh vacuum chamber equipped also for Auger electron spectroscopy, mass spectrometry, ion bombardment, sample heating, sample cooling, and introduction of select gases. Other papers give details about our equipment, methods of sample preparation, and data acquisition and reduction in LEED. Our sample is a flat pentagonal wafer, approximately 5×3 mm² in surface area, and 1.5 mm thick.

The bulk composition of our sample is Al₇₀Pd₂₁Mn₉. In this paper, we exploit the bulk structure analysis of de Boissieu et al., and also compare our results with the STM work of Schaub et al. Both of these other groups used samples with slightly different (nominal) bulk composition: Al₆₅Pd₂₅Mn₂. The difference between our composition and theirs is probably negligible for our purposes, given that both compositions are well within the limits of stability of the icosahedral phase.

A typical LEED pattern from our sample is reproduced in Fig. 1(a) and a schematic that shows the indexing scheme in Fig. 1(b). Like previous authors, we find that the symmetry and spacing of the LEED beams are consistent with the hypothesis that the fivefold surface of this alloy retains the bulk quasicrystallinity. For the IV analysis, it is important to note that three rings of bright diffraction spots are visible in the energy range 70–280 eV. Each ring consists of 10 spots equidistant from the origin. Each ring of 10 contains two inequivalent sets of 5 spots arranged at the corners of two pentagons. Hence, the IV characteristics can (in principle) be measured for 30 beams—although some are always blocked by the sample manipulator in our front-view geometry. Each set of (up to) 5 symmetry-equivalent spots is averaged, thus reducing the database to 6 symmetry-inequivalent IV curves. The cumulative energy range encompassed by these data is 800 eV. All IV data were measured with the sample at 100 K to minimize Debye-Waller attenuation. We index one of the sets of the innermost ring visible in this energy range as (10 000) and equivalent, although two smaller sets are visible at lower energies, down to 15 eV.

For purposes of structure analysis, the LEED IV curves are acquired at normal incidence. The quality of normal incidence can be judged from Fig. 2, which shows the data for four individual spots, all of which are symmetry equivalent to the (10 000). At perfect normal incidence, these curves should be identical. While this criterion is not met exactly, the shapes, positions, and relative intensities of major features are reasonably reproduced.

Different methods of surface preparation can yield some-what different surface compositions in this alloy. Therefore, we tested the effect of surface preparation on the IV curves. The result of 5 different treatments on the (symmetry averaged) (10 000) beam is shown in Fig. 3. In all cases, except Fig. 3(f) the sample was initially prepared by 1 keV Ar⁺ bombardment for 40 min at 2 to 4×10⁻⁵ A cm⁻² (this is the current to ground without bias) and at room temperature, followed by various annealing programs. The data used in the structure analysis [Fig. 3(a)] were obtained after annealing at 1000 K for 4 h. Other treatments consisted of annealing at 870 K for 4 h [Fig. 3(b)]; annealing at 870 K for 2 h, then 1050 K for 5 min [Fig. 3(c)]; annealing at 1050 K for 10 min, then 870 K for 2.5 h [Fig. 3(d)]; and annealing at 1100 K for 10 min, then 870 K for 3 h [Fig. 3(e)]. The data for Fig. 3(f) were taken on a different sample. In this case, the treatment was 1 keV Ar⁺ bombardment for 15 min at 7.5×10⁻⁵ A cm⁻² at room temperature and annealing at 750 K for 30 min. In all cases, a sharp fivefold diffraction pattern...
Model 5500. The base pressure of the chamber was performed in a Perkin Elmer Multitechnique Chamber, about surface composition. X-ray photoelectron spectra rate chamber and with a separate sample, to gain information structure of the remaining icosahedral matrix.

Low-energy ion scattering was also performed, in a separate chamber and with a separate sample, to gain information about surface composition. X-ray photoelectron spectra (XPS) were acquired simultaneously. Both experiments were performed in a Perkin Elmer Multitechnique Chamber, Model 5500. The base pressure of the chamber was \(3 \times 10^{-10}\) Torr or better. Other details of the XPS measurements are given elsewhere.\(^9,10\) For LEIS, 750 eV \(^3\)He\(^+\) ions were used with a beam current of 14 nA in a spot with dimensions of approximately 200–800 \(\mu\)m, rastered over a total area of approximately 2 mm\(^2\). With respect to the surface plane, the incident beam impinges on the surface at an angle of 50° and the analyzer collects at an angle of 45°. The angle between the incident beam and the analyzer, projected onto the surface plane, is 69°.

The sample was cleaned by Ar\(^+\) etching at 4 keV, followed by annealing at 870 K for 15–20 min. The LEIS data were acquired at room temperature. The LEIS experiment was repeated on three separate fivefold samples (each different than the one used in LEED experiments, but prepared similarly).

Sputtering did not occur significantly during the LEIS experiments, based upon the invariance of XPS data acquired before and after the LEIS experiments. It is known that sputtering with Ar\(^+\) changes the surface composition\(^6,15,38\) and the line shape of Mn \(2p_{3/2}\) photoelectrons.\(^10\) Neither such change was observed as a result of the LEIS measurement. The composition of the surface and near-surface region, measured with XPS and using sensitivity factors in the PHI Access software, version 5.3c, was Al\(_{70}\)Pd\(_{23}\)Mn\(_{7}\).

**III. DEVELOPMENT OF THEORY**

Due to the aperiodicity of a quasicrystal, one has to deal with an infinitely large number of atoms with different scattering properties. In principle, each atom in a quasicrystal has a different chemical environment beyond nearest neighbors, and the scattering properties of an atom depend also on the positions of its surrounding atoms in the case of multiple scattering. In a regular periodic crystal, the number of atoms with different scattering properties is restricted by the size of the two-dimensional surface unit cell and the number of atomic planes to be taken into account, which is determined by the inelastic mean-free path of the electrons. For a quasicrystal, however, this consideration does not hold since it is not possible to define a surface unit cell of finite size. Since the LEED calculation time increases strongly with the number of atoms with different scattering properties, exact calculations of the LEED IV curves are impossible. In order to reduce the number of atoms with different scattering properties used in the calculation, we have to apply efficient approximations that we describe in the following.

As a starting point for the LEED analysis, we used the bulk structure of Al\(_{80}\)Pd\(_{17}\)Mn\(_9\) determined by x-ray and neutron diffraction.\(^40\) This provides atomic hypersurfaces located on the nodes of a six-dimensional bcc lattice. The three-dimensional structure can then be generated as a cut through the six-dimensional lattice. While spherical atomic hypersurfaces were used to model the x-ray data in Ref. 40, we used a slightly modified model, with the outer shells of the atomic hypersurfaces having tricontahedral shapes.\(^41\) This model leads to reasonable bond lengths in the three-dimensional structure while some of the bond lengths are unreasonably short when using spherical hypersurfaces. Otherwise, the geometry and the chemical composition of the atomic planes is very similar, and the distances between the (denser) atomic planes are identical.

It turns out that about 60% of the atoms are in icosahedral...
clusters, the pseudo-Mackay icosahedra, thus locally reflecting the overall icosahedral symmetry of the quasicrystal. The densest planes show up perpendicular to the fivefold direction. Two bulk planes perpendicular to a fivefold axis are shown in Fig. 3(a) of Ref. 12, while in Fig. 3(b) of Ref. 12, the planes are drawn at their respective depths $z$. [Note that in Fig. 3(a), the registries of these two planes are preserved in the two panels, so that the two figures can be superimposed directly.] As a starting point for our LEED analysis, we assumed that each such plane might represent a surface termination. The assumption of a flat surface is justified by the STM measurements of Schaub et al. that revealed the occurrence of atomically flat terraces with fivefold symmetry after annealing of a AlPdMn quasicrystalline sample. Note that the surface preparation of Schaub et al. was quite similar with ours as described in Sec. II and Ref. 38.

For the LEED analysis, we first analyzed a large set of such terminations lying in an arbitrarily chosen box with a surface area of $100 \times 100 \, \text{Å}^2$ and a depth of 50 Å. As a result of quasiperiodicity, all of these terminations are in principle different. Many of them have, however, very similar chemical compositions and geometries so that only a finite number of qualitatively different terminations must be considered. Each of these surfaces is represented as a stack of individual planes (parallel to the surface) of coplanar atoms, each such plane having its own particular composition and density.

In order to reduce the number of atoms with different scattering properties, we divided the crystal into planes of atoms with a particular composition and density and assumed that all atoms of a certain plane have the same scattering properties. In the first step of the structure analysis, the average $t$-matrix approximation (ATA) (Refs. 37, 42, 43) was applied to each plane with its own bulklike composition to generate a unique atom with average scattering properties. The scattering matrices $t_i$ of the individual atoms within one plane are replaced by an averaged weighted scattering matrix, depending on the average chemical composition $c_i$ of the plane

\[
\langle t \rangle = c_{Al} \text{Al} + c_{Pd} \text{Pd} + c_{Mn} \text{Mn}. \tag{1}
\]

This approach is justified by the fact that LEED IV curves, at least for chemically disordered alloys, are in general relatively insensitive to the chemical identity of the individual atoms, compared to their positions. One has to be careful, however, because the AlPdMn quasicrystal has chemical order, which may have a stronger influence on the LEED intensities. Therefore, we performed the final structural refinements without using the ATA.

For the calculation of multiple scattering, the variable local environments of the atoms in a particular plane were replaced by a fixed, simplified average geometry, which will be explained further below. In the following, we refer to this approximation as "average neighborhood approximation." In order to obtain a simplified expression, we considered the scattering amplitude for a large composite layer in the "giant matrix" notation (see, e.g., Ref. 44):

\[
f(k_g) = \frac{1}{A} \sum_{L, L'} A_L(k_g) \left\{ \sum_{\alpha, j_a} e^{-ik^-g r_{\alpha}} \sum_{\beta, j} [1 - X]^{-1}_{L_i a, L' j} e^ik^+0 r_{\beta} B_L(k^+_\beta) \right\}.
\]

Here, $e^{ik^+0 r_{\beta}}$ corresponds to the propagation of the incident wave $k^+0$ to atom $j$ in plane $\beta$, the large, "giant" matrix $[1 - X]^{-1}_{L_i a, L' j}$ describes all scattering events beginning at atom $j$ in plane $\beta$ and ending at atom $i$ in plane $\alpha$. $A_L(k_g)$ and $B_L(k^+_\beta)$ are quantities dependent on spherical harmonics, prefactors, etc. $A$ is the surface area taken into account in the calculation, in our case a circle with a diameter of 100 Å.

Since we assume that all atoms in plane $\beta$ are coplanar, the phase factor $e^{ik^+0 r_{\beta}}$ is equal for all atoms in plane $\beta$ for normal incidence. We assume that all atoms in plane $\alpha$ have the same environment and replace the propagator matrix describing the propagation from the atoms in plane $\beta$ to atoms in plane $\alpha$ by its average:

\[
\sum_{j} [1 - X]^{-1}_{L_i a, L' j} \approx \sum_{j} [1 - X]^{-1}_{L_i a, L' j} := \langle [1 - X]^{-1} \rangle_{L_i a, L' j}.
\]

for all atoms in plane $\alpha$. and

\[
\langle [1 - X]^{-1} \rangle_{L_i a, L' j} = \langle [1 - X]^{-1} \rangle_{L_i a, L' j}.
\]

Here, $I_\alpha$ is the number of atoms in plane $\alpha$ and the brackets stand for averaging over all atoms in plane $\alpha$.

This leads to the following, simplified expression:

\[
f(k_g) = \sum_{L, L'} A_L(k_g) \left\{ \sum_{\alpha} S_{\alpha}(g) e^{-ik^-g r_{\alpha}} \times \sum_{\beta} \langle [1 - X]^{-1} \rangle_{L_i a, L' j} e^{ik^+0 r_{\beta}} B_L(k^+_\beta) \right\},
\]

with $S_{\alpha}(g) = 1/A \sum_i e^{-ig r_i}$ = lattice factor of plane $\alpha$.

We still have to find an expression for the $X$ matrix. Therefore, we simplify $\langle [1 - X]^{-1} \rangle_{L_i a, L' j}$ by assuming an averaged propagator matrix $\langle G \rangle$:

\[
\langle [1 - X]^{-1} \rangle_{L_i a, L' j} \approx \langle 1 - \langle X \rangle \rangle_{L_i a, L' j}^{-1}
\]

with $\langle X \rangle_{L_i a, L' j} = t_{\alpha}(G)_{L_i a, L' j}$ and

\[
\langle 1 - \langle X \rangle \rangle_{L_i a, L' j}^{-1} \approx \langle 1 - \langle X \rangle \rangle_{L_i a, L' j}^{-1}
\]
\[
\langle G \rangle_{L a, L' a'} = - \frac{1}{I_a} \sum_{I_{a1}} \sum_{I_{a2}} \sum_{I_{a3}} 4 \pi i \frac{2m}{\hbar^2} \times \sum_{L_1} a(L, L', L_1) \Omega^{(1)}(k_0 | r_a - r_{a'j} |) \\
\times Y_{l_1 m_1} [\Omega (r_a - r_{a'j})].
\]

In addition, \(a(L, L', L_1)\) are Clebsch Gordon coefficients, \(h^{(1)}_{l_1}\) and \(Y_{l_1 m_1}\) are Hankel functions and spherical harmonics, respectively, and \(I_a, I_{a2}\) give the number of atoms in the planes \(a\) and \(a'\), respectively.\(^{43}\)

In many cases, especially for structures with high symmetry and with normal incidence, the \(G\)-matrix elements with \(m \neq m'\) are much smaller than the diagonal elements with \(m = m'\). This is exploited in the ‘‘diagonal dominance’’ approximation.\(^{45}\) Thus, we consider only \(G\)-matrix elements with \(m = m'\), i.e., only terms with \(m_1 = 0\). This leads to the following, simpler expression for the propagator matrix:

\[
\langle G \rangle_{L a, L' a'} = - \sum_{d_{a\beta}} 4 \pi i \frac{2m}{\hbar^2} N_{d_{a\beta}} \sum_{l_{a1}} a(L, L', L_1) \Omega^{(1)}(k_0 | d_{a\beta} | (z_a - z_{a'})) \\
\times (k_0 d_{a\beta}) \left( \frac{2l_{a1} + 1}{4 \pi} \right) P_{l_{a1}} [\Omega (d_{a\beta} | (z_a - z_{a'}) |)].
\]

(3)

Here, \(d_{a\beta}\) is the distance between an atom in plane \(a\) and an atom in plane \(a'\), and \(N_{d_{a\beta}}\) the average number of neighbors (in plane \(a\)) of an atom in plane \(a\) at distance \(d_{a\beta}\). \(P_{l_{a1}}\) stands for a Legendre polynomial.

With this approximation, we can perform the calculation with a small number of atoms with different scattering properties. If we take atoms down to 8 Å into account, we obtain about 10 planes, i.e., 10 atoms with different scattering properties; contributions of deeper atoms do not influence the IV curves significantly since they are strongly damped due to inelastic scattering events. These events are similar in strength in quasicrystals compared to other materials, as judged by the measured peak width in LEED IV curves (this peak width is proportional to the imaginary part of the crystal potential, which in turn is simply related to the electron mean-free path). The calculation time is now faster than the time required for a regular crystal with a unit cell containing 10 atoms when using the ‘‘giant matrix method’’ (note that the diagonal dominance approximation saves a considerable amount of computing time). Useful, also, is the fact that one need only calculate the scattering properties for the particular incident and exit beam directions of interest.

Since it is not possible to provide an ‘‘exact’’ theory for comparison and testing, we use another, qualitatively different approximation for reference, namely, the quasidynamical approximation. The (reasonable) assumption is that the differences between the two approximations will be qualitatively similar to the differences between either approximation and the exact result (the qualitative fit seen in the final comparison of our approximate theory with experiment confirms the validity of this assumption). The checks were performed on the configuration illustrated in Fig. 4. Within the quasidynamical approximation,\(^{46,47}\) the multiple scattering within single atomic planes or ‘‘composite’’ layers is neglected (composite layers consist of more than one atomic plane, as shown by brackets in Fig. 4), while scattering between different planes or layers is taken exactly into account by layer stacking (a method similar to layer doubling, for nonperiodic stacks of layers).\(^{48}\) With this approach, we must treat layers with a large density and a small interlayer spacing as composite layers because the layer stacking method does not converge otherwise. This represents a net loss of accuracy, since all multiple scattering within a composite layer is neglected.

In the quasidynamical approximation, neglecting intralayer scattering, one obtains the following kinematic expression for the scattering matrix of a composite layer from beam \(g'\) to beam \(g\):

\[
M_{g'g} \propto \sum_{a=1}^{n_{lay}} \langle f_a(k_{g'}^+ - k_g^+) \rangle \cdot S_a \\
\times (g - g') \cdot \exp \left[ i (k_{g'}^+ z_a - k_g^+ z_a) \right],
\]

whereby \(n_{lay}\) corresponds to the number of planes within the composite layer,

\[
\langle f_a(k_{g'}^+ - k_g^+) \rangle = \frac{2 \pi}{k} \sum_l (2l + 1) P_l \cos \Theta (t_l) / a
\]
is the atomic scattering factor in plane $a$ (averaged according to the ATA method), and $S_{i}^{a}(g-g') = 1/A_i \Sigma_{a} \exp[-i(g-g')r_{i}]$ is the lattice factor of the plane $a$.

The quasidynamical method is, however, rather time consuming compared to the "average neighborhood" approach since one has to deal with a large number of beams for which the scattering matrix has to be calculated. (This is because one must provide a good plane-wave expansion of the wave field between planes or layers.) For a quasicrystalline surface, we are theoretically confronted with an infinite number of Bragg reflections which are dense in $k$ space. Almost all of these reflections have, however, systematically very small intensities and are not visible in the LEED pattern. In order to select those beams that we must take into account, we utilized the STM and LEED results of Schaub et al., who showed that the quasicrystalline long-range order parallel to the surface can be described by a Fibonacci pentagrid with narrow and wide lattice line separations close to 7.38 Å and 11.94 Å; these values can be deduced also from the bulk model (see Refs. 4 and 5). In a first step, we have calculated the Fourier transform of such a Fibonacci pentagrid. The Fourier transform corresponds to a kinematical, i.e., single-scattering, LEED simulation applied to a simple uniform atom located at each grid intersection in one plane; the resulting beam intensities give an order-of-magnitude idea of the importance of individual beams. We used only beams with an intensity larger then a certain critical value, typically about 1/100 of the intensity of the (00 000) beam. The number of beams can be further reduced if beams are omitted for which the lattice factor is small for all planes of the quasicrystal. We must, however, still include about 100 to 300 beams after this procedure, (depending on the energy that varies between 70 and 280 eV in our experimental data) for which we have to calculate the scattering matrices (4).

Test calculations using the "average neighborhood approximation" and the quasidynamical approximation generally lead, for this surface, to similar IV curves. For these calculations, the LEED program by W. Moritz was modified, and the "average neighborhood" approach [Eqs. (2) and (3)] and the quasidynamical method [Eq. (4)] were implemented. In Fig. 5, IV curves obtained with the "average neighborhood" approach are compared with those calculated quasidynamically. The calculations were performed with 9 atomic planes for the termination shown in Fig. 4. The good agreement between the curves obtained with the different approximations can be quantified using the Pendry $R$ factor, which takes a value of 0.23. This value would be considered rather good for a theory experiment comparison for a complex surface structure.

It is also possible to use the "average neighborhood approximation" without the ATA. In this case, each plane is divided into two or three subplanes such that each subplane contains only one chemical species. The calculation time, however, increases because we have to deal with more atoms with different scattering properties, in our case with about 20 atoms instead of 10 atoms with the ATA. Calculations with and without the ATA shown in Fig. 5, using the configuration depicted in Fig. 4 as input, demonstrate that most of the IV curves are again similar.

A further refinement of the "average neighborhood approximation" approach takes into account that, while the long-range neighborhoods of all atoms are different, the short-range neighborhoods fall into a relatively few classes of identical local neighborhoods. Considering the limited electronic mean-free path, the local neighborhood is far more important in LEED than the distant neighborhood. We thus put only atoms with similar local environment together in one subplane. In so doing, the approximation that the scattering properties of all atoms within a subplane are equal should be more accurate. One can, for example, assume that the local environments of two atoms are similar if the nearest-neighbor distances and the numbers of nearest neighbors (coordination) are equal. In order to refine our approximation, we first determined the nearest-neighbor distance and the coordination for the atoms in the topmost four planes of the termination shown in Fig. 4. We separated all atoms within the first four planes in different layers that do not have the same nearest-neighbor distance or coordination and calculated IV curves using the "average neighborhood approximation." This procedure yielded 12 inequivalent atoms within the topmost four planes to be dealt with. Details about these atoms, including local geometries and concentrations, are given in Table I. As shown in Fig. 5, the calculation leads to IV curves which are almost identical with those performed with only one atom per plane. The close similarity of these curves is another indication that the "average neighborhood" approximation is reliable for the fivefold surface of AlPdMn.

![Figure 5](image)

**FIG. 5.** Comparison of calculated IV curves for different approximations: the "average neighborhood" approach (repeated as thin lines for comparison with the other approximations), the same without ATA, the quasidynamical approximation, and the "refined average neighborhood" approach; for the local geometries used in the "refined average neighborhood approach," see Table I.
To summarize this section, we have with the “average neighborhood” approach an approximation at hand which takes many of the most important scattering paths within a quasicrystal properly into account. Within this approach, the scattering properties of all atoms in a plane are assumed to be equal, and the average neighborhood of an average atom in a given plane is described by a kind of radial distribution function: a representative number of neighbor atoms is distributed uniformly on rings, with proper polar angles but without regard to proper azimuthal angles. This local “cluster” is summed over in the sense of the lattice sum familiar in the X matrix of LEED theory. The X matrix, which describes the propagation of the electron wave field within layers, is thereby assumed to be independent of the azimuthal angle; this works best at normal incidence, as used in the experiment. Inversion of the X matrix then introduces multiple scattering paths within the layers to infinite order. This is evidenced by checks using the quasidynamical approximation. Within the “average neighborhood” approach, we can calculate IV curves of a quasicrystal with a small number of atoms with different scattering properties, typically about 10. The approximation was checked for the Al_{70}Pd_{21}Mn_{9} system, but it should work also for other quasicrystals, especially if they consist of weaker scatterers, compared to Mn or Pd (as, for example, the icosahedral phases of AlCu and AlCuFe). In the following section, we use this approach to analyze the surface structure of icosahedral AlPdMn.

### IV. LEED STRUCTURAL RESULTS

In analyzing the experimental LEED data, we first assumed single terminations of the bulk, i.e., no mix of terminations due to possible steps. For the calculations, we used 9 relativistically calculated phase shifts of Al, Pd, and Mn. Temperature effects were described using temperature-dependent phase shifts and a Debye temperature of 480 K for Al, Pd, and Mn. The Pendry $R$ factor was used for comparison between theory and experiments, and error bars were derived from the variance of the $R$ factor.\(^{49}\) For structural refinement, intensity mixing over different terminations and simultaneous optimization of the perpendicular positions of the topmost planes with respect to the Pendry $R$ factor was performed; therefore, the linear LEED approximation\(^{50}\) in combination with the Powell optimization scheme was applied. Linear LEED works very well for the AlPdMn system, at least as long as the deviations between trial and reference structure are smaller than about 0.2 Å (which was always the case in our analysis).

To start the structural analysis, the perpendicular positions of the topmost two atomic planes were optimized for each termination within a cube with a surface area of 100 × 100 Å$^2$ and a depth of 50 Å, chosen arbitrarily to represent an average piece of bulk quasicrystal. Two inequivalent surface orientations have to be checked, related to each other by a rotation of 180°. One of these orientations gave, however, very bad $R$ factors for all tested terminations and can be ruled out. The other orientation yielded $R$ factors varying from about 0.42 to 0.85 for the different terminations, as shown in Fig. 6. The best terminations have two features in common. First, they consist of a dense pair of outermost atomic planes with an interlayer spacing of about 0.4 Å. Second, the outermost of these two planes is composed primarily of Al, mixed with 0 to 16% Mn, while the innermost of this pair of planes consists mainly of Al and Pd and only small amounts of Mn.

Next, one has to take into account that terraces with different terminations, separated by steps, are present on the surface. In order to model the case of terraces, different terminations were averaged together by intensity mixing with equal weight. After mixing the intensities of the different terminations, we optimized the perpendicular positions of the four topmost planes. By averaging over different terminations one can, however, introduce an arbitrarily large number of parameters in the fit procedure. In order to restrict the number of fit parameters, we assume the layer distances in all terminations taken into account in the mixing to be equal; this is justified because the nonmixed terminations giving the best $R$ factors are quite similar, and the bulk values of the topmost interlayer spacings between the denser atomic planes are identical (see Fig. 6). In this way, we get for a given group of terminations only five fit parameters, namely, the perpendicular positions of the topmost four layers and the real part of the inner potential.
The average chemical composition of the two topmost planes taken together is $\text{Al}_{77}\text{Pd}_{15}\text{Mn}_{8}$. All of Mn for the second plane. The average composition of the topmost plane, and 49% Al, 42% Pd, and 9% of calculated for the bulk like terminations, is 93% Al and 7% average chemical composition of the topmost atomic planes, optimization of the weight factors of the terminations. The to a significant $R$ factor. Refinement of the positions of deeper planes does not lead to a significant $R$ factor improvement, and neither does an optimization of the weight factors of the terminations. The average chemical composition of the topmost atomic planes, calculated for the bulk like terminations, is 93% Al and 7% Mn for the topmost plane, and 49% Al, 42% Pd, and 9% of Mn for the second plane. The average composition of the two topmost planes taken together is $\text{Al}_{77}\text{Pd}_{15}\text{Mn}_{8}$. All of these values are compiled also in Table II; the averaged layer densities are given in Fig. 8(a). The averaged lateral density of the two topmost planes taken together is 0.136 atoms/Å$^2$, a value comparable to that of a single plane of the close-packed Al(111) surface; this indicates a rather densely packed surface. Thereby, the density of the topmost plane is higher than for the second plane for the majority of the terminations. The IV curves calculated for the optimum geometry, obtained after intensity mixing over the terminations marked by arrows in Fig. 6, the density of the second plane is larger than that of the topmost plane. A look at Fig. 8 reveals differences also in deeper layers. The terminations marked by arrows in Fig. 6 have a dense plane 2.04 Å underneath the surface, which has only small density or is missing for the terminations marked by squares. There are also terminations sharing features of both groups, one of which can be seen in Fig. 6 at $z = 4.08$ Å (thereby, $z$ describes the position of the topmost plane, and the $z$ axis points towards the bulk).

A mixing of the terminations marked by squares in Fig. 6 with optimization of the topmost interlayer spacings yielded only an $R$ factor of 0.45, compared to 0.31 with the configurations marked by arrows. Hence, it can be ruled out that these terminations are solely present at the surface. A mixing of the optimized configurations for the “square” and “arrow” terminations with equal weight does not change the $R$ factor significantly. Refined calculations without the ATA described below, however, lead to a significant worsening of the $R$ factor when adding the terminations marked by squares in Fig. 6, so that there is evidence that the surface consists mainly of terminations like those marked by arrows.

In the calculations described above, we neglected the chemical ordering parallel to the surface by applying the average $t$ matrix approximation for the scattering factors of the atomic planes. Next, we took this chemical ordering into account, by performing calculations without the ATA. For structural refinement, we averaged over different terminations and optimized the perpendicular positions of the topmost atomic planes. These calculations lead, however, to worse $R$ factors than calculations with the ATA (Table II). After averaging over the terminations yielding the best $R$
factors (see arrows in Fig. 6), an $R$ factor of 0.43 was obtained (compared to 0.31 with ATA). The positions of the topmost atomic planes are nevertheless almost identical with those obtained with the ATA method, indicating that the optimum structure depends little on the approximation used.

Mixing the terminations marked by squares in Fig. 6 together with the terminations marked by arrows leads to a worsening of the $R$ factor without ATA. To this end, the vertical positions of the topmost atomic planes were optimized, leading to a $R$ factor value of only 0.56 ($z$ axis points towards the bulk, and $z=0$ is the position of the topmost layer in the unrelaxed bulk configuration. Shown are the results for calculations with and without ATA, and with various Mn and Al concentrations in the topmost and second layer.

Finally, we describe results of calculations with a strongly corrugated surface with intact Mackay-type clusters. These calculations are motivated by the fact that there is evidence for surface roughness after cleaving \textit{in situ}, with aggregates of Mackay-type clusters at the surface.\footnote{For the calculations, we used a termination of the group marked with arrows in Fig. 7, namely, the one with $z=0.15$ Å.} For the calculations, we used a termination of the group marked with arrows in Fig. 7, namely, the one with $z=0.15$ Å. This termination contains many intact pseudo Mackay icosahedra in the surface region than in the bulk. The experiments with low ion scattering spectroscopy described in Sec. V, for example, revealed that there is only little or even no Mn at the surface.

Therefore, we varied the chemical composition of the topmost plane and replaced Mn by Al. All calculations were done by mixing over the terminations marked by arrows in Fig. 6 and optimization of the four topmost layer spacings; the results are listed in Table II. The replacement of Mn by Al in the topmost plane leads to a slight improvement of the $R$ factor from 0.43 to 0.37 (without applying the ATA). This $R$ factor improvement may indicate some segregation of Al into the topmost layer, in accordance with the LEIS results described in the next section. Replacement of Mn by Al also in the second plane does not affect the $R$ factor. We expect to get more details about chemical ordering by analyzing other surface orientations such as, for example, the twofold symmetric surface. In our preliminary investigations, the diffracted intensities of quasicrystalline twofold symmetric surfaces are in general very sensitive to the chemical identity of the atoms; it is even possible that intensities of some spots vanish completely without chemical ordering.

### Table II: Optimized Pendry $R$ factor and $z$ positions of the atomic planes after intensity mixing of terminations marked by arrows in Fig. 6 and averaged chemical positions (position of the topmost layer in Fig. 6: $z=-27.96$, $-23.88$, $-17.28$, $-10.68$, $-6.60$, $0.00$, $4.08$, $10.68$, $17.28$, and $27.96$ Å). The $z$ axis points towards the bulk, and $z=0$ is the position of the topmost layer in the unrelaxed bulk configuration. Shown are the results for calculations with and without ATA, and with various Mn and Al concentrations in the topmost and second layer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Optimum geometry</th>
<th>Chemical composition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$R_P$</td>
<td>Vertical positions of layer 1-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATA, bulklike chemical comp.</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATA, Mn replaced by Al in 1st layer</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>no ATA, bulklike chemical composition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no ATA, Mn replaced by Al in 1st layer</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no ATA, Mn replaced by Al in 1st and 2nd layer</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
face region. In a first step, only atoms within the Mackay clusters were taken into account for the topmost planes. The topmost atoms of the clusters are located at \( z = -6.60 \) Å while the equatorial plane of the clusters consists of a ring with 10 atoms at \( z = -2.04 \) Å [Fig. 9(a)]. The equatorial plane is the first layer for which all atoms are taken into account in the calculation. An optimization of the topmost interlayer spacings led, however, to a bad \( R \) factor (\( R = 0.68 \)) so that this configuration can be ruled out.

In Fig. 9(a) one can see also fractions of “10 rings” in the equatorial plane that belong to fractions of Mackay-type clusters. By taking the atoms within these clusters additionally into account, one gets a surface with a higher density of the topmost planes, see Fig. 9(b). The \( R \) factor for this configuration is improved to 0.52.

The “flat” surface termination is shown in Fig. 9(c). A LEED calculation for this termination leads to an \( R \) value of 0.38, thus indicating that the surface is not strongly corrugated at an atomic level. One should note that one gets already 85% of the density of the topmost and second plane by taking the atoms of the Mackay-type clusters [Fig. 9(b)], the Pd atoms in the third plane [stars in Fig. 9(c)], and all atoms in the topmost layers which are coordinated to these Pd atoms.

In summary, our LEED structural analysis strongly suggests that the fivefold symmetric surface of icosahedral AlPdMn consists of densely packed, Al-rich terminations that are all very similar. The topmost atomic plane consists mainly of Al, mixed with about 10% Mn. One cannot rule out from the LEED analysis that the topmost layer consists only of Al. The second plane is a mixed Al-Pd layer with about 50% Al and 50% Pd. The topmost atomic plane is relaxed towards the bulk by 0.06 ± 0.04 Å, while the positions of the deeper layers are almost bulklike.

### V. CORROBORATING EXPERIMENTAL DATA

In principle, LEIS is a quantitative technique that is uniquely sensitive to the elemental composition of the topmost surface layer. Therefore, we implemented LEIS as a check on the LEED structural results.

Experimental data from one LEIS experiment are shown in Fig. 10. For purposes of quantitative analysis, the instrument was calibrated to the pure elements using polycrystalline Mn, Al(111), and Pd(100). The three peaks in the spectrum of the quasicrystal at highest kinetic energy correspond to scattering from each of these three types of atoms, as labeled. At lowest kinetic energy, a small peak represents oxygen contamination. In principal, the intensities of individual peaks can be used to extract the atomic densities of individual species at the surface. This is done by comparing to intensities of pure elemental standards, which have known surface densities. The procedure assumes that relative sensitivity factors in ion scattering do not depend on chemical environment.51

| TABLE III. Optimized Pendry \( R \) factor and \( z \) positions of the atomic planes after intensity mixing of terminations marked by squares in Fig. 6 and averaged chemical compositions (position of the topmost layer in Fig. 6: \( z = -19.80, -13.20, -2.52, 14.76, \) and 25.44 Å). Shown are the results for calculations with and without ATA. |
|---------------------------------|-------------------|----------|----------|----------|
| Optimum geometry | Chemical composition | \( R_P \) | Positions of topmost layers | layer 1 | layer 2 | layer 1 + 2 |
| With ATA | | 0.45 | \( z_1 = (-0.02 ± 0.07) \) Å | 100% Al | 35% Al | 52% Al |
| | | | \( z_2 = (0.47 ± 0.07) \) Å | 0% Pd | 39% Pd | 28% Pd |
| | | | \( z_3 = (0.96 ± 0.15) \) Å | 0% Mn | 26% Mn | 20% Mn |
| Without ATA | | 0.57 | \( z_1 = (0.08 ± 0.07) \) Å | | | |
| | | | \( z_2 = (0.58 ± 0.07) \) Å | | | |
| | | | \( z_3 = (1.00 ± 0.15) \) Å | | | |
| | | | \( z_5 = (2.49 ± 0.15) \) Å | | | |
There are two main sources of uncertainty in extracting quantitative data from the LEIS data. First is the fact that the density of Mn atoms in the reference sample is unknown because of its polycrystallinity. An upper estimate of the surface density is probably \(1.88 \times 10^{15} \text{ atoms cm}^{-2}\), which is the \(\frac{1}{2}\) root of the volume density; based on low-index surface densities of common single-crystal metals, we estimate that half this value is probably the lower limit. The second uncertainty comes from the fact that the background in the spectral region is rather large, as shown in Fig. 10. This background is attributed to multiple scattering in multicomponent systems. At one extreme, we have implemented a fifth-order polynomial fit of the background and subtracted this in calculating integrated peak intensities. (This is most similar to the background estimation suggested in the literature, which is simply a line drawn between valleys of adjoining peaks.\(^{52,53}\)) The dashed line in Fig. 10 shows the polynomial approach. In the other approach no background was subtracted. The concentrations obtained with all these approaches are summarized in Table IV, which shows that uncertainties due to the Mn concentration and the background subtraction exceed the statistical uncertainties. The values in Table IV probably encompass the true concentrations. The result is that the Al concentration is 83.4–86.3%, Pd is 10.2–13.8%, and Mn is 0.4–6.3%. Hence, the surface layer is enriched in Al, and deficient in Pd, relative to the bulk concentrations. There is also depletion of Mn.

If, as the LEED analysis suggests, the two top layers are separated by only 0.4 Å, LEIS may sample both layers. Its sensitivity to the second layer probably will be less than that of the top layer, but still significant. At this time, we cannot weight the contributions of these two layers quantitatively, but we can set limits. At one extreme, the second layer could be weighted equally with the top layer, yielding an average surface composition (from LEED) of \(\text{Al}_{17}\text{Pd}_{15}\text{Mn}_6\); at the other extreme, the second layer could be invisible, yielding an average surface composition of \(\text{Al}_{12}\text{Pd}_8\text{Mn}_7\). One would expect the real experimental result from LEIS to lie somewhere between these two extremes, which is true for the Al and Pd concentrations. (For Al, 77 <83–86<93, and for Pd, 0<10–14<15). The Mn concentration, however, falls below the minimum value of 7% predicted from LEED, suggesting that there may be replacement of Mn by another metal—probably Al—at the surface sites.
Therefore, we carried out LEED calculations also with Mn being replaced by Al in the topmost layer (see Sec. IV and Table II). These calculations showed that also a Mn depleted topmost layer is consistent with the results of the LEED analysis.

The LEIS result can also be used to rule out two classes of terminations in Fig. 7: the Pd-pure layers indicated by well-spaced dashes (since these would require the surface composition to be at least 50% in Pd); and many of the 50-50 AlPd layers represented by closely-spaced dashes (since many of these lie on top of a pure Pd layer, and hence would also require the composition to be no less than 50% Pd). A composition of 50% Pd in the surface layer falls well outside the furthest reasonable estimate of surface composition listed in Table IV.

In summary, an exact quantitative comparison between the LEIS data and the LEED model is not possible, partly because of uncertainties in extracting concentrations from the experimental data, and partly because of uncertainties about the degree to which each of the top two planes would contribute to the LEIS signal. Broadly, however, the LEIS results are consistent with the LEED structure analysis in that LEIS indicates an aluminum-rich composition. Also in agreement with LEED, the LEIS results serve to exclude certain Pd-rich classes of terminations.

VI. DISCUSSION

Some of the properties of the quasicrystalline surface geometry found in this analysis can be understood in terms of principles known to govern the structures of periodic crystalline metals. In general, for example, close packed metal surfaces are most stable, and this appears to hold also for the icosahedral AlPdMn quasicrystal. STM and LEED measurements of Schaub et al., who investigated the surface structure of microfacets that formed on the twofold surface of the AlPdMn icosahedral alloy upon heating in vacuum, revealed that microfacets grown perpendicular to a fivefold axis prevail. As shown in our LEED analysis, the fivefold symmetrical surface consists of rather densely packed terminations: the two-dimensional density of the topmost two atomic planes combined together is about 0.136 atoms/Å², compared to the value of 0.141 atoms/Å² for one plane of the close packed Al(111) surface.

The Al-rich terminations found here also correlate with factors known to govern surface compositions of crystalline alloys. At such simpler surfaces, one finds preferential segregation by components with the lower surface free energy, larger atomic volume, and more positive heat of solution. (Surface free energy typically is the dominant factor.) The Al-rich terminations found here are expected if these factors are taken into account.

Our LEED structural analysis, as well as the STM measurements by Schaub et al., point towards an atomically flat surface after the surface treatment with sputtering and annealing as described above. While the LEED IV data are consistent with a surface that is flat on an atomic level, the sharpness of the LEED spots indicates that the ordered part of the surface is not rough on a larger scale of several 100 Å (the coherence length of the LEED beam). Otherwise, one would expect a broadening of the spots due to the worsening of the lateral long-range order. In contrast, STM investigations of Al-Pd-Mn prepared by in situ cleavage revealed significant atomic scale roughness. In that study, the surface structure was found to be determined by cluster aggregates formed on the basis of an elementary cluster whose diameter of about 10 Å points to the pseudo-Mackay icosahedron (PMI). Although the surface morphology is different, there is evidence that many of the Mackay-type clusters are present also in the structure we found by LEED; they are, however, embedded within an Al-rich surface layer. This can be seen for example with the termination shown in Fig. 9. It is also instructive to compare the positions of the topmost atomic planes with the vertical positions of atoms in a PMI oriented along a fivefold axis. It turns out that each plane of the Mackay cluster has its counterpart in the AlPdMn surface structure (see Fig. 11). This gives evidence for many intact pseudo-Mackay clusters in the surface region, with some of the atoms in the surface layer being the topmost atom of a PMI and the others filling in the spaces between the PMIs to yield a flat surface. These findings are in line with recent photoelectron diffraction experiments that gave direct evidence for the existence of pseudo-Mackay icosahedra in the surface region.

The terminations found in this structure analysis compare well with the step structure seen with STM. We found a mix of very similar terminations, many of which are separated by steps with heights of 4.08 Å or 6.60 Å, as observed also with STM. Next, we try to correlate other surface features seen with STM to local structures in our model. In the STM study, fivefold symmetric holes with quasiperiodic long-range order were found; they have the same orientation on
FIG. 11. The geometry of a pseudo-Mackay icosahedron (PMI) oriented along a fivefold symmetric axis, compared with the layer sequence of the optimum terminations determined in the LEED analysis. Grey: dodecahedron, black: icosidodecahedron of the Mackay cluster (the small dodecahedron, with atoms lying 2.52 Å underneath the topmost atom, is not shown). Each plane of the Mackay cluster has its counterpart in the Al-Pd-Mn surface structure. The topmost layer of the structure found by LEED coincides with the topmost plane of many Mackay icosahedra.

all terraces. By connecting their edges with straight lines, a Fibonacci pentagrid with line separations of 7.38 Å and 11.94 Å can be constructed. Fivefold symmetric clusters with a similar quasiperiodic long-range order can be discerned also in the surface terminations that we found by LEED. The Mackay-type clusters of Fig. 9(a), for example, lie on such a Fibonacci pentagrid. With the densely packed surface of Fig. 9(c), only their topmost two planes are exposed to the surface, showing up as pentagons with an Al atom in the topmost plane, surrounded by five Al or Pd atoms about 0.4 Å underneath. These Al/Pd pentagons can be seen for all terminations we found, and their orientation is always the same. Another fivefold symmetric feature is the deeper and larger fivefold symmetric hole marked by the arrow in Fig. 9(c). These holes are also located on the nodes of a Fibonacci pentagrid and have the same orientation for all terminations (however, they have very low density for some terminations). One may speculate that one of those two features gives rise to the appearance of the fivefold symmetric holes in STM.

In summary, we have described a first attempt at solving the surface structure of a radically new class of materials, by adapting and utilizing techniques that are known to work for more traditional materials. According to the traditional benchmark of such analyses, the $R$ factor, a successful result has been obtained. However, there is undoubtedly much more to be learned. In order to refine and test this approach, it will be necessary to apply it to other types of quasicrystalline surfaces, and to always compare the results with data from complementary experimental techniques. We are now beginning such analyses for the twofold surface of icosahedral AlPdMn, and for the fivefold surface of icosahedral AlCuFe.
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